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Pendulum In Silico Full Album Zip 2 / 5 . Leak, (leak) Candlemass The Pendulum EP Full Album Long story short Pendulum is arguably one of the most prominent electronic
underground producers today, and in this album, he fully shows his inspiration in the old school. Old school hardcore music like hardcore IRL has been quiet for a while, but
Pendulum fights to return these sounds to the mainstream. Kicking things off with a battle cry for a "state of emergency", Pendulum then takes the listener on an "adventure"
into his world. He eventually introduces a few new things into his musical adventures as he starts to tell the story of his life from birth until right now. Yet, he doesn't make it
easy, making people question who they believe he is. Fighting for his life, he goes through a lot, but never loses faith in his abilities and the people in his life. Pendulum is a true
Ozzy fan, and this can be heard in his music. He doesn't ever stray too far from one sound, but always combines them perfectly. Add in his distinct style, he instantly becomes
known as one of the best electronic artists of his time.  . 1. Intro Not much is known about this track, but it's a good start to things. 2. Lax Files Everybody needs a good friend
and a good frenemy, so this track is a perfect way to kick things off. And what a way to start things off - with a nice sample from "Fade To Black (feat. KRS-One)" by L7. 3. State
Of Emergency First off, we need to focus on the track title. This is something that is frequently used by Pendulum, although I haven't seen a consistent theme to it yet.
Regardless, it's often very fitting for the content of the tracks. I always enjoy how Pendulum uses his title to reflect the mood of the song, rather than just throwing it on to be
forgettable. As we'll see later, Pendulum has a whole game with titles, and this is the perfect example of how he uses them. On this track, the mood is set immediately. The song
starts out with the most bombastic sound you'll hear on a Pendulum album, and it takes everything Pendulum gives to you in tracks like "10,000 Waves", this song
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